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ONLINE EDUCATION 

 
    
BACKGROUND INFORMATION: 
 
Beaverton School District (BSD) is investigating ways to offer online coursework for initial and 
recovery credit to students. Parents and students that either cannot access or do not choose to 
use the current options offered by BSD have been finding alternative means to earn their 
credits. The need to address this issue and the desire to enhance the district’s ability to 
prepare students for post-secondary education and career success forms the mandate for this 
project. The preliminary tasks that need to be accomplished are: 
 

1. Determine how desirable, viable and achievable an online learning option is for BSD 
2. Research, identify and evaluate the scope, costs and benefits of online learning 

products 
 
In a subsequent meeting with Robin Kobrowski, Deputy Superintendent Mead and 
Superintendent Rose, motivations, constraints, quality expectations and stakeholders were 
discussed. The content of this meeting along with extensive research established the following 
principles: 

• The online (virtual) offerings should enhance and not replace current (physical) offerings 
• Online coursework should offer equivalence with classroom work in terms of quality, 

rigor and alignment to standards 
• Cost should not be the primary consideration for BSD’s online product offering 
• The project should not be limited to credit recovery options 
• The process will require key stakeholder involvement and cooperation 
• BSD should not merely copy or ‘piggyback’ onto another district’s implementation 
• Any resulting outcome or products of the project should be aligned with and fit into the 

district’s strategic vision 
• The project will use lessons learned from past projects 

 
 
RECOMMENDATION: 
 
It is recommended the Board accept this report. 
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